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a work of art holds the key to the artist’s worldview, the perspective that drives the inner 
motivation to create, and shapes the resulting work. thus artists, often unconsciously, reveal their 

innermost thoughts and concerns. the theme of this exhibition, Lenses and Filters, challenges artists to 
dig deeply and to openly offer clues to their inner thoughts and life perspectives, to intentionally expose 
their yearnings and beliefs. these are weighty and difficult matters to confront and express consciously.

during the review, i had only a set of digital images to discover these deeply felt and closely held secrets. 
and like all jurors, i was equipped only with my own experiences, vision, and expertise to guide me in 
confronting and deciphering the works that were submitted. (there is no such creature as a completely 
“objective” or personally disengaged juror.) my choices consistently reflected both my own definition of 
excellence and the theme of the exhibition. but, even in the best photographic reproductions, textiles are 
stripped of their finest qualities: the material sense, the surface textures, and the three–dimensionality 
of the object. i was reduced to peering, prodding, zooming in, zooming out, examining details, reading 
descriptions—trying to penetrate the photographic barrier (a “filter”) to see (with my own “lens”) the reality 
and essence of each work. i did not have the benefit of the artists’ words to make a connection between 
the works and the exhibition’s theme. thus, i relied on the strength of each artist’s “visual vocabulary” to 
provide me with the keys to meaning and the window through which to see each story.

by turns, i was mesmerized, puzzled, delighted, and challenged. i journeyed through both the pleasure 
of discovery and the pain of exclusion. in the end, i was heartened by the genuine enthusiasm for making 
textiles, coupled with the brave willingness to submit them to judgment. 

Juror’s statement: susan brandeis



i chose works that, to my eye, display mastery of materials; fine craftsmanship appropriate to the aesthetic; 
careful attention to detail; a sense of adventure; an awareness of or engagement with the wider world; 
sincerity, heart, and intelligence. i struck a balance between objects that exemplify the best textile traditions 
and those that explore new ideas, directions, and possibilities. all are well made, carry the evidence of the 
maker’s hand, and, most importantly, touched that place in myself from which my own work springs. 

as you enter the exhibition, allow yourself to slow down and to spend time looking and questioning in 
front of each work, as i did in the jury process. take advantage of each artist’s skill in combining shapes, 
symbols, materials, and using compositional devices to present ideas for your interpretation. find the 
“lenses” through which these artists see the world, and discover how each individual “filters” personal 
experiences to share them with us. 

in these works you will discover optimists and pessimists, romantics and realists, dramatists and 
humorists—each perspective offering intriguing and rewarding visual experiences. the subjects emerge 
through the filter of the artist’s eye—from close and far, up and down, front and side view—retrieving 
memories and impressions of feelings and places, leaving both certainties and doubts in their wake. 
reflections, adventures, nightmares, and fantasies, drawn from personal experiences or manufactured 
from metaphorical musings, unfold from diverse points of view and in contrasting styles. some works 
challenge us to consider human misery, social injustice, political conflict, and dread, while others surprise 
us with grace and humor. throughout, cloth is the carrier of associations, meanings, and emotions. while 
textile traditions provide the foundation for the works, they are transformed through contemporary 
interpretations, crazy angles, new technology, and personal imagery.

through my family upbringing, my formal training, and more than three decades of studio practice and 
university teaching, i have learned that making a work of art is a search for balance: social, psychological, 
and emotional. Just as important, the creative act is a quest to connect with kindred spirits—others who 
see the world in the same way—or perhaps more powerfully, to persuade others to confront life from 
our perspective. as you view Lenses and Filters, remain open to the sudden “burst” of connection, of 
standing in someone else’s shoes to see life afresh.

susan brandeis is distinguished professor of art and design at north Carolina state university. she holds 
an ms from indiana university and an mfa from the university of kansas. her artwork has been pictured 
in leading publications in the field and has been exhibited throughout the united states and in Canada, 
great britain, Japan, Colombia, the netherlands, the philippines, at the textile museum in washington, 
dC and in the 14th biennial of tapestry in lausanne, switzerland. she is represented in numerous private 
and public collections, including the renwick gallery of the smithsonian. she has received three artist’s 
fellowships from the north Carolina arts Council.



patriCia kennedy-Zafred
interwoven  |  2012

hand-dyed fabric, applique, silk-screen, painted, 

machine pieced and quilted  |  39"x 71.75"

best in show





roChel sChiffrin
beauty beneath  | 2012 

intricate paper cutting  | 30"x  15"

douden award for best botaniCal inspiration





lorrie faith Cranor
lying on the floor of the pittsburgh Children’s museum looking at the Ceiling
| 2011  |  machine pieced, appliquéed and quilted cotton fabrics  |  23"x 23.5"x 25" 

the kor award for best interpretation of the theme





miChelle browne
friezes  |  2012

paper plate litho printed on fabric, rusted, dyed, constructed  |  45"x 45"x 11"





Carolyn Carson
Contentment  | 2011

machine quilted, handspun yarn, 

hand painted 

77"x 33" 





Joan iversen goswell
winter evening  | 2012

handmade washi, twigs, digital photos; sewn and pasted  |  16"x 18"





patriCia kennedy-Zafred 
dawn to dusk: the boys of the mines  | 2011

hand-dyed fabric, silk-screened, appliquéed, machine pieced and quilted  |  44"x 39"x .25"





penny mateer
you better think think about… #9 protest series  | 2012

appliquéed, embellished commercial fabric, beads, sequins and brads  |  56"x 72"x 1"





stefanie moser
fall risk  | 2012

x-ray, thread, protective sheet foam, hardware with hand stitching  |  9"x 17.5"x 2.5"





Jane ogren
reflecting mirrors  | 2012

glass mirrors with hand-dyed fabric  |  29"x 36"x 2" 





martha ressler
upon further reflection  | 2012

photo by Jay ressler printed on fabric, free motion stitching, hand embroidery, beading 

12"x 16"x 1.5"





Johanna rosZner
killing machine  | 2011

machine applique, machine quilted  | 50.5"x 80"





brent  ruka
sweet dreams  | 2012

quilting and mixed media; inkjet transfer, fused, pieced, quilted  |  16"x 25"x 8" 





sue sChneider
ice flow, #3  | 2012

fabric collage; applique, beading, embroidery  | 26"x 20"x 1"





laura tabakman
in the pond  | 2011

altered photographs digitally printed on silk and cotton, with polymer clay elements  |  5.5"x 74"x 67"





rhoda taylor
reminders iii  | 2010

hand-dyed, rusted, and commercial fabric pieced and mounted on fiber board  | 12.5"x 13.5"





Jean thomas
malignancy  | 2012

photo transfer on fabric, hand-painted, pieced and stitched  | 21.5"x 26"





mary towner
pleased to meet you  | 2012

cat fur, beads, pins; needle and wet felting

5"x 93"x 4"





sandra trimble
the kiss  | 2012

dyed felt, photo transfer, stitching  |  13"x 16"
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